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ABSTRACT' , \

.',

•

Despite great theoretical progress the nature of the,progen-itors ~

of Type I supernovae is still in doDbt. In recent years mueh attention

has been focussed on accreting white dWarf models. This thesis

examin,es another class of possible pr.ogenitors: extended helium stars.

The computer code BOMB was written to'hydrodynamica1ly'evo1ve the

models.

A total of seventeen models are examined. Five of them

resemble R Cor Bor stars whi~ are hydrogen~deficient pu1sationa1
" ,

variables of roughly 1.5 - 2.0 Me named after the archetype R,Corona
"

Borealis. Ten other models are variations on .these, used lore

the .parameter space of possible models. The remaining

are of the bare white dwarf type which constitute the ctJrrent

orthodoxy in the field:

It is found that the R Cor Bor stars are not viable as Type,!

supernova progenitors. The bare white dwarf models fit the available

,data better than do any of the envelope models, although stars with

relatively small, low-mass envelopes c~u1d also provide reasonable

fits .
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CHAPTER I

OBSERVATIONAL BACKGROUNO

Introduction

A supernova is 1iterally a very bright new star. It is a rare,
I

ephemeral, but spectacular event. Rarity is .of course relative: through-

out the universe supernovae occur at a rate of perhaps one per second;

of these about ten per year are currently detected, but on)y about five

per millenium are visible to the naked eye. On an astronomical scale a

supernova is certainly ephemeral, rising to maximum brightness in a· fort

night and fading over a period of months. A supernova is certainly

spectacular; at maximum its luminosity may rival the output of an entire
'.

galaxy (i.e. '\0 1010 La)' most of Whi'Ch is radiated in the visible spec-

trum. As seen from Earth, the supernova of A.D. 1006 was nearly as

bright as the full moon (~lark and Stephenson, 1982j.

Despite its name, a supernova is not actually a 'new' star. It

,merely appears so because-its progenitor is generally too distant and

too faint to be seen. Recent investigations have shown that a supernova

results from a cataclysmic explosion of an old star at the end of its

life. Yet despite a proliferation of both observational and theoretical

~ results in recent years there remain many unresolved questions about both

the progenitors and 'the resultant explosions.

Understanding supernovae is a central problem in modern astrophysics.
,

Supernovae playa prominent role in the chemical evolution of the universe,

enriching the interstellar medium with heavy elements (from carbon on up-

1
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wards) which ma\ later be incorporated into new stars arW pi"ii'hets .. Super-

novae produce shock waves in the interstellar medium which are thought to

.trigger star ·formation. Supernovae are of interest to the physicist as

'laboratories' where theories may be tested under-conditions not repro-, .

ducible on Earth. Finally, supernovae have intrinsic i'nterlt;' we see

them but do not yet fully understand them.

~ Alth~ugli it'is widely acknowledged that supernovae come from rela-

tively old stars (i.e. ones that have processed most of their nuclear fuel),

1ittle else is lnown for certain about the progenitors. As supernova pro

genitQrs bave not been directly observed, their nature must' be inferred.
from.the observed properties of supernovae. This thesis attempts to shed.·

'some light in this airection. To this end a computer code has been develop-"

ed to follow hydrodynamiGally the evolution of supernovae~ A selection of

feasible progenitors was chosen and the characteristics of the resultant

explosions were calculated .• Comparison of these models to observations
•

permits.certain conclusions about the nature of the progenitors to be

drawn.

Historical Perspective

Mankind has long shown interest in observing and mapping the heavens,

and various civilizations have left written accounts of transient astro-

~hysical phenomena. The Chinese records are the most extensive, comprising

a synopsis of naked-eye sky surveys over the last two millenia. The re
"-

cords recount innumerable 'new stars', the vast majority of·which were

comets, as evidenced by their proper motion. Of these new stars only

seventy-five can be classified as novae, perhaps seven or eight of these
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\

as super~ovae (Clark and Step~enson, 1982). The most recent of these

so-call~d "historical supernovae'~as seen in A.D. 1604, tantalizingly

close (but prior) to ~he invention of the telescope. All of the histori-

cal supernovae occurred in a sector comprising about one-eighth of the

Galaxy (Taman~, 1982), extinction rendering the (su~posed) supernovae

outside this sector too faint to be noticed.

they occurred were thought. to

examples followed over the next forty years, b

were mis-classified as ordinary
.'

nebulae' in which
L

je~s within the Galaxy, thes& supernovae

The development of the tel~e had a singular lack of effect on
\ 1 '.supernova .astronomy for nearly thrEl-e hundred years. The flrst record of
\, .

.... "
an extragalactic supernova didn't come ~ntil 1885, when a rather bright ;

, /
one.(of seventh'magnitude) was see~ in tim Andromeda galaxy .. Several more //

, ,/

because th7~J......__//.

be ~y nearby ob-

novae. The distinction bet~een novae and supernovae followed the estab

lishment of th~ extragalactic distance scale by Hubble in ·the late 1920s

and was quantified by Baade and Zwicky (1934). The J~30s marked the dawn
,

of extragalactic supernova astronomy. With the aid of periQdic sky sur-..
veys new s\Jpernovae have been di scovered steadily s.ince then, at a rate

,

of roughly ten per year.' Nearly five hundred supernovae have 'now been

observed (Barbon,1980),along with a few hundred supernova remnants

(discussed later in this chapter)-. tit

On the other hand Galactic supernovae have proven to be exceptional-

ly elusive. None have been seen for more than 'three hundred.year:s~ One

supernova remnant has been found (Cas'iI) whi ch ·has been dated ci rca 1667. \

, .

•
•
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by kinematic extrapolation. Judging from its distance (<c 3 kpc) Cas A

should have been readily visible at the time, perhaps even the brightest

-star in the sky, if it had a typical supernova luminosity. No report

of such'an event exists, leading to speculation that Cas A might be an

example of a 'dark', or very under1uminous supernova. Recently a report:

"

of a new star seen in 1680

(Ashworth,1980). . 'ThlS new

near the position of Cas ~ has come to light

star (of sixth magnitude) has been identified

wi th the supernova despite a sma 11 di screpancy in the reported pos i ti on'.

, There are certain selection effects responsible for the paucity of Galac

tic supernova' observations. A major difficulty is the obs.curation.of

Galactic supernova by dust and gas, which blocks out our view of most of

the Ga1acticdisk~ ,Thi~ problem of obscuration is such that at visible

wavelengths more detail can be seen of distant galaxies than of most of

our own galaxy. dysyite the greater distances. Another factor is our
. c ')

internal per~pective of the Ga 1axy; extensive sky surveys are, ne-eded to

cover it, hence potentially ,detectable supernovae may be missed. This is
•

'not a problem with other galaxies, which may be quicklyscann~d in their

,eritirety. Although Galactic supernova have thus proven elUsive, a number
"

of Galactic supernova ,remnapts have been detected (mainly by radio astro

nomy) and are discussed further in a later section:

Nomenclature

Originally supernovae ~ere named acc~to either the galaxy

or the constellation in which they appeared. In the 1930s catalogues

were compiled in which the supernovae were enumerated chronologically;

these were periodically updated. However, such a system eventually
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proved unworkable as supernovae were often discovered long after their

occurrence by searches of old photographic plates. The present system
.

of nomenclature was proposed by Zwicky et a1 (1963) to alleviate this

problem.

/. Under the current system each supernova's. name consists of

a year followed by a letter (or two). The year corresponds to the time

'of maximum light and the letter reflects the order of discovery, ~ather

than the order of occurrence. Thus for example the bright supernova, \

seen in 1937 in the galaxy Ie 4182, being the third discovered which

occurred in that year, is named 1937c, or SN 1937c. For years which

contain only one known supernova the letter is sometimes dropped: hence

SN 1572 represents Tycho' s supernova.

It is not practical to use separate systems of nomenclature for

Type I and Type II supernovae as only a minority of all supernovae have

been distingui.shed as such. Also.• classification as to type is some-

what subjective and is--.-therefore not a reliable basisJor the objective

",,,,

. task of assigning names.

Spectra

" •

The bifurcation of supernovae into TYPeG'I and II was proposed by

Minkowski (1941) and is now universally acknowledged to have a physical

basi~. The distinction is based on spectr~l features. Type I super

novae (SN I) are recognized by their similarity to the spectrum of

SN 1937c, which serves as a standard. More recently SN 1972e has also

been used as a standard as its spectrum is remarkably similar to that of

1937c and has been. measured in greater detail. The most notable featbre
•
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of the Type spectrum is the weakness (or complete lack) of the

hydrogen Balmer lines (Minkowski,1941). Conversely, Type II supernovae
, ,

are characterized by strong hydrogen Balmer lines. The progenitors of

SN !. and SN II are believed to be qu'ite d!stinct from each other in both

mass and composition (see Chapter II for more detail). This thesis

focuses on mocjels for Type. I supernovae; thus most of the data present-

ed below is specific to SN I. When mentioned, data for SN II is clear

ly labelled as such .

. Periodically suggestions have been made that certain supernovae

fit neither class, but cons titute separa te c:lasses. Due to a dearth of

';'data this question is still under debate.
\

, Estimates of the amoun t of hydroge.n present in SN I have varied

widely (~ee Kirshner et al, 1973; Kirshner and Dke, 1975; Branch and

Tull, 1979)'0 Current opinion is that very little (if any) ,hydrogen is

present (see Wheeler, '1981; papers in Rees and Stoneham, 1982). The

recent creation of synthetic spectra (without hydrogen) which closely

resemble Type I spectra supports this view (8ranch, 1982).

Near maximum light most of the energy in the SN I spectrum is
"carried in an optical continuum on which are superimposed br6ad spectral

lines. 8ranch (1982) fit the spectrum of SN 1981b at maximum light to

a colour temperature 'of 17,000±3000 K. But 8ranch also sounds a note of

caution with this estimate: the lines of Si III and 0 II are weaker·

respectively than the lines of Si II and 0'1, indicative of a lower

. temperature or else a violation of LTE. The continuum reddens steadily

for four to five weeks after maximum light by which time the colour tem-

'. ,




























































































































































































































































































































































